Welcome to your JUNE Digital Magazine
We are now welcoming you to the third digital online magazine, and we are in
danger of saying it’s beginning to be normal to be doing this.
We do hope that this will be the last online only version of Mayfield Church and
Village news and if restrictions continue to ease next month’s magazine (July)
could well see us back at the printers and distributing real magazines to our 270
plus subscribers of which a significant minority have no internet access so can’t
download this very magazine,
However, our online magazine has proved to be a bit of a hit gaining more and
more readers with each issue. Our April Magazine the first, was downloaded 256
and our second magazine May has risen to 312 downloads. Recognising that
there are existing readers who cannot download the magazine it means we have
gained 50 or more readers. The online edition allows us to publish many more
photos and in colour, simply impossible with the cost of printing. However the
printed magazine carries adverts and is by subscription both of which provides
much needed funds for the church.
The Future So, we are debating exactly what we do in the future. We will be
printing the magazine and if you like what you see and do not subscribe already
then do contact us as editors to ensure you always get a copy. To do that you
can contact Joyce Beeson Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com Tel. 346959 or
Stephen Dunn Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com Tel. 342188 , We will however
be putting some of the editorial content on the web site each month as well as all
the pictures in the magazine in colour. By having both a printed magazine and a
web presence we hope to keep serving the village going forward.

What to Look out for in this Month’s Magazine
We celebrate the VE Day anniversary. Mayfield went all out for VE Day. Find
out what happened in special reports photos stories and more.
The Mayfield Dinosaur is back with celebrity friends. He’s back, he’s been
given a name and he’s been seen again across the village with some celebrity
pals raising money for the NHS. You may be surprised at what he’s achieved!
Discover why eating in is the new eating out. It’s good Its hot and it’s here in
Mayfield – Don’t miss out
Meet our newest and youngest correspondent. He’s just 12 weeks old , is
adorable and writes well above his age – you will love him.
Plus all our regulars & a Scavenger Hunt! Get reading and enjoy. The Editors.

Dear Friends,
My monthly letter in two parts. First Part
What difference can the Holy Spirit make to you and me? Reflect on this picture ..

Second Part

DAYS OF PENTECOST (or WHITSUN) 2020?
Dear Friends,
* ‘Headnote’ (as opposed to Footnote): First, please, please read Acts ch.2 in the
New Testament; then what follows might, I hope, make more sense. Might raise
questions, too.
As a child, the anticipation and excitement of the Whitsun Bank Holiday
Weekend was uncontainable. Why? Because the FAIR would come to Hampton
Court Green! My brother and I would cycle across Bushy Park, with all available
pocket money (much more than we were admonished to take) and delight in the
scary rides, dodgem cars, and rifle range. The Big Wheel would bring out the
perspiration of fear as it almost tipped us out backwards on the downward half of

the circle. Frightened of heights, this took me right outside my comfort zone. We
stayed as long as we could, and on return, fended off questions about expenditure
by presenting ‘useful’ trophies won by sharp shooting. And we counted the days
until the Fair’s return on August Bank Holiday. Intense but ephemeral joys - for
which we were prepared to pay any price!
What do you make of Pentecost, or Whitsun? By the time you read this, the
day itself will have come and gone, but the Pentecost season (aka Trinity season)
carries on until Advent. Also known as ‘Ordinary Time’ - giving cause and pause
for thought? Should do, because Pentecost defines the Church as being birthed
by the Holy Spirit, who raised Christ from the dead, and from then on* was and is
God’s gift to every follower of Jesus Christ today. Absolutely right, then, that
this should now be the Ordinary, daily, usual, experience for every disciple
(learner) of Jesus Christ.
How excited and taken beyond my experience am I, in being part of a church
which should be nothing if not Pentecostal? Sure, that’s also become a name
for a denomination, just as Catholic (Whole, All-embracing) has. But in our minds,
we must not allow these important words to be hijacked, because they’re for every
part of the ‘Household of Faith’ - the apostle Peter’s phrase for ‘Church’. I am not
suggesting that we should always be on a fairground roller-coaster of emotion
(most of us are C of E, after all, haha!!), but ... Here’s another way of looking at
that last question:
‘What would continue if the Holy Spirit was taken away from the Church?’ If
the answer is ‘everything’, that would be worrying! If the answer is ‘nothing’, that
would probably be untruthful. Somewhere in the middle is more likely. But at some
point soon, those of us who have the awesome responsibility of being part of the
Household of Faith will, after lockdown restrictions ease, be like Noah and the
animals coming out of the ark, with a calling to rebuild and reshape the world after
a calamity. How much room will we allow the Spirit of God in our minds, hearts
and, especially, action? (After all, it was He who brooded over undifferentiated
matter at Creation - see Genesis ch.1) And will that rebuilding and reshaping take
us beyond ourselves and our own resources, though it costs us dear? Might it be
scary, and yet thrilling in a sustained and sustaining way?
There’s not space here, but to answer that I’d to look at the ‘before’ and ‘after’ of
Pentecost. We’re used to doing this at Christmas: Advent before, Epiphany
afterwards; Preparation for, then Consequences of? So if you’d like to follow this
up, have a look at the Church at Home resource leaflet for week commencing 31st
May. It should still be on the church website, if you’ve not received it thru another
conduit. It may also help us with questions arising from Acts ch.2
I’ve often been complimented on my capacity for obscurity. I hope I have not
disappointed you?!
Kind regards to you from Martin

Bluebells in Mayfield -1

A flower that literally carpets a wood and creates one of nature’s most beautiful displays just calling out for you to walk peacefully and enjoy the
natural world. The clear footpath shows many of us chose to enjoy Dydon Wood this spring. Photo by Martin Balderson.

Bluebells in Mayfield -2

Bluebells have the power to draw you in, to get closer to this multitude of flowers. Most visitors to Dydon wood can’t help but stop and get down
close to the flowers and scents that seem to go on forever, populating the world around you.

My Month – Let’s Have a VE Day Street Party!
(But under lockdown conditions respecting all social distancing rules
by being two metres apart but still having a jolly good time!)
So this month like many people, in Mayfield I attended a very rare thing, a good
old fashioned street party and I haven’t attended one of these for - let me think
how many years? - well since one of the Queen’s Jubilees (she’s had 3, although
one was literally a wash out), or her children’s or grandchildren’s marriages (that’s
6 official put up the bunting weddings and many more non bunting, non-official
family marriages.) Wow, I’ve been to lots of street parties 9 for the royals plus the
millennium one we had plus this one, this year on VE Day so that 11 parties in all.
Hang on a minute…….. I said at the start of this that such things were rare but 11
parties since Princess Anne got married in 1973 (small party in our hall of
residence at University) is an average of one street knees up every 4 years or
so. So that’s like the World Cup or the Olympics then, not every day but not that
uncommon. And I haven’t even taken into account those other non-official street
parties people have to celebrate some communal event, (that police now call
neighbourhood barbecues and come along to tell you all to go home and fry those
sausages and drink that canned lager in your own garden!)
So, to rephrase the start of this article this month, I attended a not that unusual
event, in fact quite a common event, yet another street party……. Except this one
was a rare thing indeed because of that very long sub heading under the main title
above, a street party in lockdown – now I’ve never been to one of those before!
What would the 75th anniversary of VE Day street party actually be like?
Now at previous street parties either here in Mayfield or in London in earlier days
I was not one for massive social engagement – not for me the joining arms with
strangers I hardly know to sing Roll out the Barrel (I just about manage to join
arms to do Auld Lang Syne at the Memorial Hall at New Year) or being part of that
conga line that drunkenly goes up and down the street risking life and limb to any
person watching. However I have been known to join in with a pint (or two) and a
pie and a good chat to a neighbour, who I occasionally see to say hello to, who is
now pushed up right next to me on an overcrowded bench chatting away, whilst
we both try and remember names of the other’s wife and kids – you know what I
mean! So yes, I’m sociable enough in a restrained British way.
So how was I going to cope with the socially distanced street party and would it
even feel like a street party or just a rather embarrassing thing you felt you had to
do? Now I have to confess at this point that after 10 + street parties in the past
and my reluctance to openly street dance with relative strangers I was not putting
our VE day party at the top of my to do list and was wondering whether it might
just coincide with a long lockdown exercise/walk that I was sure I needed! I was
still wondering this when Mary told me that for her contribution to the party she
was baking scones served with jam and cream especially for the occasion and

that along with the obligatory cup of tea there might also be alcoholic
refreshments allowed!
I quickly realised that the long lockdown walk could wait and I now approached
the idea of this unique street party with some excitement at the idea of homemade
scones with jam and cream. If Mary was baking especially for the occasion what
other delights might be available and all washed down with something livelier than
just tea. However, this was all mixed with slight fear and trepidation as to how I
would get such goodies whilst maintain a strict social distancing. Still I knew a
socially distanced conga was a nonstarter so that was some relief!!
The next question was just how many people would be at this party and where
would we get all the tables to lay down the middle of the road and did we get
permission to close off The Park for the afternoon?
“Don’t be so stupid”, was the reply of the resident scone maker, “It’s not like that at
all”. We would all be putting out a small table and a couple of chairs on the
pavement near our houses and there would be a whole host of mini street parties
across all areas of The Park as there would across all of Mayfield. The only
problem with that is from the bottom of our drive the only house we can see is our
neighbours Doug and Diana diagonally opposite. The rest is all hedges and
gardens. A street party of just four people a good five to ten metres apart is….
well it isn’t really a tea party more just people on pavements.
Again I was wrong (shades of “Stupid Boy” from Dad’s Army – neat WWII
reference there!), Scone maker extraordinaire informed me that friends and
neighbours Kim and Mal and Roger and Lynn would be walking up from their end
of The Park to join us all a minimum of two metres apart with their own tables
chairs and hopefully goodies to share.
So, on the day itself, with our table and chairs put out well in advance and scones
being made, I wasn’t needed so I went for my daily exercise by walking around
the village. Our house like many others in the village had been decorated with
bunting the day before and as I walked our village was transformed with red,
white and blue of every type of material on display and endless flags and signs
hung out. It wasn’t just the church tower that had a flag proudly flying, they
seemed to be everywhere. People were ever inventive and ingenious in their
decorations and one of the nicest things I saw was on Oxmead where the iron
railings outside one of the houses had been carefully wrapped in red white and
blue ribbon. Tables and chairs were starting to appear at the front of houses,
some complete with tablecloths and napkins – very fancy. It was all very colourful
and joyful and I returned home with a definite spring in my step.
Then at 3pm we all foregathered. It had turned into a very hot afternoon, one of
the hottest we have had this Spring and we could choose to either sit in the sun
on our side of the road or in the shade on Doug and Diane’s side. Fortunately, we
were equally split between shade and sun so we could sit opposite each other and

easily chat. The only thing missing from the tea party was tea itself as we all
chose to bring alcohol including two bottles of bubbly that upon opening one of
them produced a missile of a cork that flew up in the air like a V2 rocket over our
hedge (a good ten feet up) and then landing into our garden – a reminder of more
dangerous wartime missiles and shells – although a bit of bruised grass on our
lawn does not compare to war damage!!
As well as bubbly, cans of beer and cider and white wine there were also hot
sausage rolls, corned beef sandwiches with tomato, (again to remind us of VE
Day) as well as home made jam tarts as well as those scones complete with jam
and cream. It was just a matter of how we were going to get them with social
distancing rules in place. Mary had brought out an extra chair, distanced it along
the hedge opposite and put the scones on it. Chairs were moved away from the
table with the sausage rolls and the sandwiches and jam tarts were put onto a
cake stand that was moved just into the road (no cars coming at that point).
We then all began to undertake the “Coronavirus shuffle” - an odd little dance as
people left their seats and then manoeuvred around each other in the middle of
the road to get to the edible treats. It was as if we were all doing a sort of silent
square dance at a country and western event with partners executing exotic
moves around each other whilst trying to stuff their mouth with sausage roll or
scone. All it needed was a fiddle and caller saying “Now take your partners – NOT
by the hand.”
We did have music for our party, kindly provided by Diane and for VE day it could
only be one person Vera Lynn. A CD was found and we sang along to Vera
favourites including her famous “Sea Food Song” - you know the one I mean. You
don’t? Well that’s what my brother and I called it in our house, when it came on
the radio, just to annoy our father. It goes “Whale meat again”. In fact we learnt it
from a joke that at our young age we didn’t get beyond the play on We’ll meet
again” that so much annoyed our father.
Later on I appreciated the almost Monty Pythonesque nature of the joke; It goes
like this:- A new Eskimo restaurant opens up in the town. The waiter apologises
to diners that they have no menus yet, but he can recall the menu for them. “OK
said the waiter, “Today we have whale meat, whale meat, whale meat or the Vera
Lynn”. What’s the Vera Lynn? Asks a customer. The waiter replied, Whale meat
again! You can just hear Michael Palin or Terry Jones saying it!
Anyway, back to the party and Vera. After ‘We’ll meet again’ and ‘Bluebirds over’
etc, etc the music went dead. Diana was playing the CD on the car stereo parked
up on her drive with the doors open and after a few minutes the car shut down to
save battery. Di fixed that by starting and running the car engine. We certainly got
Vera back but also exhaust fumes going directly over Doug who was sitting
closest! Corned beef and Carbon Monoxide sandwiches were not his first choice
offood and as he couldn’t hear a nightingale singing let alone Vera because of the

exhaust noise, he got up and fixed it so the music would play on continuously
without the need to start the car engine.
We all settled down to Vera and a somewhat distanced chat about how we were
all coping in lockdown. Fuelled by several glasses of our favourite tipple and Vera
singing away we soon settled down into a pleasant mini street party celebration. I
was drifting away on sausage rolls and scones, when I kept hearing the name
Morse in conversations from Kim and Mal, and wondered why a fictional Oxford
detective should be such a topic on a VE Day party and so heaved myself out of
my chair to enquire just why this old bloke should be so interesting! It turns out
that this was not the detective Morse they were talking about but a different Morse
who was coming to live with Kim and Mal as soon as lockdown permitted. It turns
out he is not only a new Mayfield resident but has a literary bent and has become
a new contributor to this very magazine. (You can find his first thoughts further on
in the magazine).
As we talked we could hear another street party further up The Park around the
corner and being neighbourly Mary decided to go and visit and took up the
remaining scones with her. The rest of us were a bit worried – “trade them for
something equally nice” and “Don’t come back empty handed” were our parting
words. She was away some time and when she came back her plate was empty,
no scones and nothing in return! This was not the spirit of VE day, so I went off
to investigate and try and get back our comestibles. The other party was a real
tea party with actual tea in proper china cups, nice tablecloths, slices of cake
and…no scones (and no Vera!) It actually looked very nice , so in the spirit of VE
Day I said my hellos, politely commented on how nice a day it was….but with no
scones on the scene scarpered back to our party for food, fun and Vera.
Except there was no Vera! We had been playing the CD for so long on just the
battery that it failed, the car battery was dead as a doornail. Diana was more
worried that we have another source for the CD to play on; we were more worried
about the car. However, after several offers, a car battery charge ensured Di’s car
would be OK we all settled back to chat and enjoy each other’s company on a
beautiful warm and sunny afternoon. More sausage rolls were put in the oven and
Mary found some salmon and smoked salmon pate and crackers to make
delicious canapes.
And just as we were about to serve them, refugees from the tea and cake only
party up the road arrived to say that their party had already finished and they had
a long trek across Europe – sorry The Park and were now quite hungry and
famished and could we take them in……. and in the spirit of the unity of the
second world war and the good feelings of VE Day we all said yes and they found
chairs and sat down and enjoyed a street party that only us Brits can do – even in
lockdown. And in the peace of Mayfield we could hear the faint sounds of other
socially distanced parties across our village and knew, however briefly, that all
was well within our little world. Until next time Stephen Dunn

Flags across our Village
Mayfield celebrates VE Day
Mayfield transformed itself in the days coming up to the 8th May in order to
celebrate the 75th anniversary VE Day. Here we take a look at scenes in the
village.

We start a few days before VE day when Charles climbed the church tower to put
up the English Flag, the cross of St. George. The picture was taken by Tony East
who helped Charles in this special task. It was Tony’s first time up the tower - he
had met Charles in the church yard, offered his help and before he knew it Tony
was on top of Mayfield with the village below – a glorious sight on a beautiful
morning. A beautiful start to village celebrations.

Flags were flying all across the village, above at Manor Farm in Church Lane
where the Union Jack flies next door to the church and below on the main road
in the village where a special VE Day flag rises above a union jack and bunting.

Ingenuity and hand making skills came to the fore in this special VE day banner
above, in The Park and hand dressed railings in Oxmead, all adding to the
specialness of the VE Day celebrations.

Socially distanced street parties took place right across the village, replacing the
traditional street parties. This one is in The Park and you can read about it
elsewhere in the magazine. Sharing food whilst socially distancing caused its
own issues – thank goodness cars were few and far between.

MAYFIELD BIRDWATCH AND NATURE NOTES
It’s a very busy time at the moment not only for the birds but for all wildlife. Birds
are busy building nests, rearing their young, digging up worms non stop to feed
hungry mouths and trying to keep them safe from predators such as magpies,
crows, jays and cats.
The three fledgling Blackbirds in our garden are growing fast and can feed
themselves now, but the parents still keep an eye on them. The male Blackbird
feeds the young most of the time while the female is getting ready for the second
brood. Every day the young come and have a bath in the bird bath and like
children they love having a splash! Sadly we caught a Sparrowhawk with a bird in
our garden, we think it was a Blackbird, not sure if it was a young one or an adult,
there was only a few feathers left, sad though it is, it’s nature’s way.
We have seen Blue Tits feeding their young and also Sparrows feeding theirs.
The House Martins have finally arrived and decided where to nest. Most of their
four nests built under our house roof from last year have collapsed during the wet
weather so they are starting to build them all over again. Finding wet mud during
the dry spells we have had makes it more difficult for them.
Swifts have arrived too, they arrived near the School House on the very same day
as they did last year. Swifts are having a hard time, after arriving here after the
long journey from Africa, only to find many of their nesting places have been
destroyed because many old buildings where they have nested before are either
being demolished or refurbished, this has resulted in many of them being killed.
Also because lots of crops in fields and gardens are sprayed with insecticides, it
means less insects, so less food not only for swifts but many other species too, so
please think carefully before using these. Spotty, the male Blackbird with white
spots who has visited our garden throughout the winter still comes every day for
something to eat, but sadly he hasn’t found a mate yet.
While Red Kites are seen most days now all around the village, the RSPB have
reported that recently since the Lockdown, a high number of birds of prey
including Red Kites are being discovered dead after being shot, or poisoned. All
birds of prey are protected and anyone discovered intentionally killing one could
face either a fine or imprisonment.
Other birds seen around the village include a Bullfinch in Wallash,a Barn Owl in
Upper Mayfield and a Kingfisher and a Dipper were seen on the River by Hanging
bridge? Also in Upper Mayfield a reader has a pair of Grey Wagtails, who have
moved into an old Blackbirds nest in a creeper on a house wall and reared their
young.
A pair of Greenfinches come to our bird feeders to feed and have also been seen
in Moorlands Drive most days, after being in decline, the numbers of Greenfinches
are slowly recovering, so we hope they too they are rearing young ones. A song

thrush came too but was soon chased off by a Blackbird. Not to be deterred it
came back next day and caught three snails, had a drink of water and off it went
only to come next day and have a bath. The minute the fat ball feeder is topped
up, a flock of noisy starlings appear, and are soon tucking in.
Surprisingly Starlings are also one of the species in decline, it’s possibly because
of hot dry summers making it more difficult to gather worms and insects. They
don’t seem to be in decline in our garden, we have counted as many as fifteen at
one time.
It was great news to find out that Valentine, the cuckoo I sponsor has finally
completed the long journey and arrived safely back in Norfolk, where he was
tagged last year. He began his amazing journey, after leaving Norfolk on 20th
June last year, to begin his way to Africa. On 21st of April this year he had left the
Ivory Coast and was in Morocco, having flown across the Sahara Desert. On 24th
April he arrived in Tunisia and then made his way to Southern France, on 28th
April he is in Central France and then begins the 390 miles back to Norfolk. He will
then find a female, who will then lay an egg is another bird’s nest, cleverly being
able to make the egg the same colour as the eggs already in the nest. She will
lay eggs in others bird’s nests too.
Neither the male or female Cuckoo have any part in rearing their young. They will
leave for Africa usually towards the end of June. Their young Cuckoos after
pushing the eggs already in the nest out over the side, are then reared by their
unsuspecting foster parents, and will begin their long and dangerous journey
much later in the year when they have fledged. While it seems very strange and a
hard life for cuckoos and a cruel way they have of having their young, it is always
good to hear the first cuckoo in Spring, unfortunately because numbers have
declined we rarely hear one now. Let me know if you have heard the cuckoo this
year..
Rabbits are breeding well this Spring and there are lots of young exploring our
gardens ! I read that rabbits don’t like marigolds – not sure if it works but I will try
it. They apparently don’t like the smell or the taste of them so it seems a cheap
and easy way of keeping rabbits out of the garden. Will let you know if it works.
Hares have been seen in Wallash, also near Dydon and in others parts of
Calwich. Hedgehogs are still being seen in gardens in many parts of Mayfield,
which is really good. Hopefully there will be some baby Hedgehogs this year.
So despite all the Lockdowns and Coronavirus news it’s good to know that our
wildlife is having a good year.
Despite the recent cold spell the Hawthorn blossom, known as May Blossom, has
burst into bloom much earlier than usual, while there is very little Blackthorn
blossom, which usually blooms first, especially in such weather as we have had in

May, cold north east winds and frost, known as the ‘Blackthorn Winter’ It looks as
though there will be very few Sloes for Sloe Gin this year.!
Please let me know what interesting things you notice around our village, either
birds or wildlife.
Joyce Beeson

A pair of grey wagtails have taken over an old blackbird’s nest in the creeper
under our eaves; unusual as we thought they liked to nest near running water.
They are however depositing their chicks’ droppings into the bird bath all the time,
and still bathing in it! Chris & Fiona Green, The Cliffs, Mayfield

Our Mayfield Dinosaur is Back! - Raising money for the NHS with
Celebrity Friends

Allancarrasouras leads his celebrity friends in a real old sing song around his village

Last month we wrote about how the village was blessed with the sight of the
Easter dinosaur going around the streets raising the lockdown spirit and adding
joy to children by handing out Easter eggs and posing for socially distanced
selfies. At the two metre mark it could be seen that said dinosaur had the face of
comedian and celebrity Alan Carr and after careful examination of photos by a
certain Mrs Dibley, our health correspondent (that’s soap making and hand
sanitiser to to you and me) she identified our Mayfield dinosaur as that rare
species “Allancarrasouras.”
Now that made sense as it was a celebrity friend, Mr Bean that Allancarrasouras
roped in to help deliver the Easter eggs to what is a large and extended village
that is quite difficult for a dinosaur to get around without running out of puff! And
It was yet more celebrity friends that Allan got - King Arthur and his medieval
knights from Monty Python and the Holy Grail - to help him celebrate St
Georges Day on April 23rd - this time with lollipops for the young!
So it was no surprise to hear that Allancarrasouras had one more special event
planned for Mayfield. After being so generous in handing out eggs and sweeties
and seeing how nice and generous Mayfield people were Allan wondered if
Mayfield could help raise some money for NHS charities during the current crisis
and support those at the front line.
So he called on some more famous of his chums and planned an event around
the village on Sunday 10th may. The only clue he gave as to who it would be was
the word Mayfield – but which Mayfield people have become as famous as Alan

or Mr Bean? We waited with baited breath and waited and waited, but bad
weather on the day stopped play as it were and Allancarrasouras rescheduled
his celebrity chums to come the following Sunday 17th May.

Biker man leads the way down The avenue whilst human horse waves to the many admirers!

And indeed they did starting out at the vicarage at 4pm on a hot and sunny
afternoon. And the clue “Mayfield people” turned into…. The Village People that
well known late 70’s disco group singing their biggest hit YMCA complete with all
the arm and dance movements. They all turned up for Allan, there was the leather
clad biker man, the native American Indian chief, the construction worker , The
American motorcycle policeman and the cowgirl………cowgirl, shouldn’t that be
cowboy…… well actually it was a cowboy in cowgirl outfit well it is 2020!
After a quick vicarage blessing, they set off up Conygree lane and then around the
main part of Mayfield village singing and dancing away whilst strictly observing the
two-metre rule. Allancarrasouras led the way with a NHS flag and the group were
accompanied by collectors with buckets for donations as well as a human sized
horse pulling a small cart complete with ghetto blaster for the backing track and
liquid refreshment for a hot afternoon. They were met with happy villagers
wherever they went and donations were freely and generously given.
And just how much did Allan and his celebrity friends raise -- look out for the
answer later on in the magazine as well as the reveal as to just who organised all
this fun.
S.D.

MARNA News
Like everything else, all MARNA fundraising events have been cancelled this
summer. But we are still doing what we can to raise money for village projects like
the Outdoor Gym and Children’s Playground. We know that many of you are
helping raise money for the NHS, but if you can spare some time to also help us
please do.
One way that costs you nothing is just by doing your normal on-line shopping. All
you have to do is sign up at the MRA Easy fundraising page at
https://scuba.im/easyf, start shopping from there and the on-line retailers &
comparison sites - like Argos, ebay and MoneySupermarket - will make a
donation. The MRA will get a commission every time you shop online, which will
go towards the Outdoor Gym. It costs you nothing but makes money for the
village! To register follow this invitation link. Plus, if you raise £5, Easyfundraising
will add another £5 to our total. Please sign up, and help us reach our target.
The Outdoor Gym will be by the playing fields. It will be free to use, and the
equipment will be for everyone from age 14 to 100, including disabled people.
Thank you.

Eating In – The New Eating Out
Delicious takeaway meals cooked right here in Mayfield
It’s a trend that’s been sweeping across the country in lockdown - people are
turning to takeaways when they wish to eat out but are unable to do so under
lockdown rules. And the food people miss most - its not a pizza or Chinese or
Indian meal so beloved of our regular takeaway habits but the traditional meals
they would have in their local pub or restaurant often a homecooked pie or on a
Friday good old fish and chips.
And right here in Mayfield we have the best of these takeaways cooked up and
served by our two local pubs/ restaurants, The Rose & Crown and the Royal Oak.
Danny and Henrietta and Sid and Jean have been creating special takeaway
menus for their customers in Mayfield and beyond and have met with rave reviews
and lots of repeat orders.
The Royal Oak – Sid and Jean have gone for traditional hearty pub food with
Tuesday Night Pie Night and Fish and Chip Friday. Pie night menu is:-

Its a range of four
homemade pies, with
hand cut chips proper
gravy and peas that
will turn your Tuesday
into a real meal night
and sabe on all that
cooking.
Plus a choice of two
desserts (the Baileys
cheesecake is to die
for!). You can collect
from the Royal Oak or
they will deliver for
free in a five mile
radius of the pub. Full
details on the menu
opposite

Fish and chip Friday has Fish and chips, Large £8.50 or small £6.00 or battered
sausage £6.00 all with a choice of garden peas, mushy peas or Curry sauce.

Food delivered to a central collection point at Sycamore Avenue in Mayfield at
either 5.15 or 6.30pm or collect from the Okeover Arms Mapleton. Order by
Friday 5pm Tel 01335 350305
The Rose and Crown. Do you miss Danny’s cooking and all those specials?
Miss no more for they are available as takeaway from Wednesday to Saturday
5pm and 8pm and on Sunday between 11:30 and 7pm. and you can find it on the
website www.roseandcrownmayfield.com or on Facebook: Rose and Crown
Middle Mayfield. Orders and collection times from outside the pub are placed by
phone on 01335 342498. The menu is changed every week to reflect seasonal
specials and customer favourites. (sample menu below)

So we reckon you can eat “Out/ In” for six out of the seven days in a week
courtesy of the Royal Oak and Rose and Crown and help keep alive the two
Pubs/Restaurants so vital to our village. On Monday’s we suggest a glass of
water and some lettuce - we don’t want to be overdoing it now do we! S.D.

VE Day 1995
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of VE Day, Mayfield Parish Council arranged a
parade and church service for the ex-service men of the village. The event took
place on the nearest Sunday to the 8th of May 1995, the meeting point was the
Playing Field.
The RBL Standard led the parade of veterans and many supporters to the church.
The church service was followed by a coffee /tea in the Church Rooms.

The Standard and Wreath Party L-R: Owen Parker – Jack Willshaw – Jack Higgins.
Many of the veterans were reluctant at first to take part in the parade but with a bit
of gentle persuasion most agreed and they are shown on the next page in a group
photo.
A 40’s style dance took place in The Memorial Hall on the following Saturday. The
hall was packed, many entered into the spirit of the occasion and dressed in 40’
style fashions.
Pat Smith

Veterans come together for a group Photo. L-R: Bill Bull – Ivor Plant – Bob Burton – George Birnie – Ken Flint – Keith Smith
– Jack Willshaw – Jack Higgins – Bill Moss - Derek Hurst – Owen Parker – Pat Smith – Norman Cannon.

The Wildlife of Mayfield

These delightfully inquisitive Alpacas live at Woodside Farm. They are gentle, intelligent, and extremely observant and will know you are walking
nearby; although how they can see through those fringes is a real question. Photo by Martin Balderson.

UP AND DOWN THE GARDEN PATH AND IN AND OUT OF THE
GREENHOUSE !
Spring is the busiest time of the year for gardeners, and especially this year when
the weather has been a bit of a problem, after all the wet cold weather it was then
too hot and too dry, so out came our hosepipes and we were busy watering, then
the weather changed and there’s a frost and bitterly cold winds which dries
everything up again, but we gardeners don’t give up! We battle on, regardless.
We plant the runner beans, and bedding plants thinking “ it will soon be Summer “
then nature plays a trick on us and back comes the cold east winds and frost. I
think my Grandma was right, she never planted her runner beans till the 12th May,
my Dad waited till 1st June and was never caught out by Jack Frost.!
I put the heater back in the Greenhouse, put lots of plants in the garage and on
window sills and hoped for the best. It’s not the end of the world, we can plant the
runner beans again, if the frost has got to them.
Garden Centres are opening again so we can buy more plants and seeds and be
wiser next year. Growing salad crops and vegetables in pots is an easy way of
being able to take them inside if a late frost is forecast and pots also take up less
room and anything can be grown in a pot. Growing lettuce or cabbage or carrots
in tall pots will keep the rabbits away from them, cover them with wire netting and
they are protected from the pigeons. Pots are always great for growing salad
crops, herbs, beetroot, in fact any vegetable and also flowers, why not give it a go.
Horticultural fleece is great, cover plants over when cold weather is forecast. It’s
cheap to buy either from the internet or Garden Centres, and reusable. I cover my
strawberries and raspberries and blue berries with it to protect them from birds.as
well as the cold weather, I grow all these in pots, I find dwarf raspberries in pots
crop heavily and don’t have runners.
Remember to feed the pots too, either adding some chicken manure pellets to the
soil before planting, or tomato fertiliser to the plants, (keeping it well away from the
leaves)which, despite its name can be used for most plants, just remember to
dilute it properly.
If you are really organic why not make fertiliser out of either nettles or comfrey?
For nettle fertiliser use 2lb nettles to 2 gallons of water, leave for about 2 weeks
and use diluted at a ratio of 10-1. For comfrey use 1 kg Comfrey (2.2lb) to 15
litres (3.29 gallons) and use undiluted – it will smell !!
Cold frames are great too, easily made or bought, if frost is forecast just cover
everything in them with the fleece and they’ll be fine.
Good luck with your garden this year, please let me know what grows well and
what doesn’t.
Joyce Beeson

Children's Scavenger & Treasure Hunt, Mayfield Churchyard.

During the late May bank holiday and the week that followed, the traditional
Whitsun Half term, a Scavenger Hunt for children and families to do together took
place in Mayfield Churchyard. Organised and set up by our priest Martin Soar it
featured Instructions placed on all 4 gates, (including how to keep safe while
having fun) a special quiz sheet to accompany the Hunt - available on the church
door and children’s prayers hanging from trees throughout the churchyard.

Children had to find 15 different things in the churchyard ranging from a plant that
climbs, 2 things that tell the time, an insect, a white flower (does it smell), a door
for small people , a story about an aeroplane; to the date of the 4 minute mile (ask
the tree). The hunt encouraged children to both explore nature and find out about
key things around the church.
When 15 boxes had been filled, they got a clue to a special treasure that awaited
them in a tree that is not ‘ME’ (ie a Yew).

The hunt proved popular with families of all ages across the week with many
positive comments from ‘real fun for the children and a bit of a sit down for us
parents’ to ‘We loved it! Old-school fun, interesting and engaging. Thank you to
those that organised it’. Congrats to Martin and the church for providing the fun.

Mayfield Church and Village news welcomes a new correspondent to our ranks .
Just moved to Mayfield we are delighted to have on board our newest (and
youngest ) contributor!

Morse the Dog
Many of you will remember Poppet the Cat and all the stories she told about her
exciting adventures and her life with Kim and Mal at Pendlewych.
I’ve also read Poppet’s stories and, therefore, it is with some trepidation that I’m
writing to tell you that I will very soon be coming to live in Mayfield with Kim and Mal
and I’m really not sure exactly what I am letting myself in for!!!
My name is Morse and I am a Miniature Poodle. I am only 8 weeks old and, at the
moment, I live with my mummy, Flossie, and my brother & three sisters in Ipstones.
I also share my house with two older brothers, two more poodles, a Springer
Spaniel, three cats, a rabbit and a ferret as well as human kind. I am sure it is going
to be considerably quieter at Pendlewych, especially at the moment, when Kim and
Mal cannot entertain, have visitors to stay or go out much due to Coronavirus and
doing what Boris advises, stay at home, protect the NHS and save lives!!
I will have to wait until I have had all my vaccinations before I can move to Mayfield
and venture out into the big wide world. I will be about 11 weeks’ old by then. I
already have a list of people to visit, maintaining social distance of course!!
One of my big brothers is called Bertie and he originally belonged to an incredible
and lovely man called Peter who was the Chair of Governors at Kim’s school. Peter
sadly passed away last December and Bertie went back to live with his mummy,
who is also my mummy. Peter used to take Bertie into school when he had
meetings to attend and Kim used to look after him, play with him and cuddle him in
her office – Bertie tells me she didn’t get much work done on those afternoons!! Kim
fell head over heels in love with Bertie and I think that is one reason why she and
Mal have chosen me to live with them.
Of course, there are lots of other reasons to choose me!! I will grow up to be just
the right size to be taken everywhere in the car, to pubs (there will be lots of those!!)
and hotels and on holiday to the seaside and The Lakes. I will be a great
companion for “older” people and, as I don’t shed my coat, I won’t make much mess
for Kim and Mal to clean up (I mean Kim really – Mal doesn’t do “cleaning”). I will be
quite energetic and lively so I think that Kim and Mal might just get a bit of a shock
at first but I’ll try to go easy on them! I will be very loyal and try my best to look after
them. Without being too boastful, I have to tell you that I am extremely intelligent
and amongst the smartest breeds on the planet and I will be very easy to train. So, I
shouldn’t pose too much of a challenge!!
I will behave very well around people and other animals and I have certainly been
well socialised from a very young age. I won’t be too demanding when it comes to

exercise but I know that Kim and Mal love walking and, even though they might not
be as fit as they used to be, they still manage a few miles most days.
I will be a little high maintenance on the grooming front and I think the girls intend to
take charge of this themselves. I just hope that they know what they are doing!! I
certainly won’t be as fussy with my hair as Mal is with hers!!! Denise – you know
what I mean!!!! I might need your help and I might need the odd trip to a
professional grooming parlour!!!
I am fun loving, playful and it’s in my nature to clown around – I think I will fit in very
well at Pendlewych!! I also love water and am really looking forward to a walk on
Pendlewych beach and a swim in the sea.
I am also unbelievably handsome and …………………………… very modest!!!
I have had a fantastic first few weeks living in Ipstones and my human and animal
family have given me the best ever start to my life and I am certainly going to miss
them all so much. But, I can’t wait to come and live with Kim and Mal in Mayfield.
I have heard that the girls have recently made a couple of trips to Pets at Home to
buy lots of things that I will need and to buy treats and toys! I also know that
Amazon has also made a few deliveries to Pendlewych so I am very excited to see
what they have bought for me to play with!
I’m sure that when I can go out for walks, I will be meeting lots of you in the village.
Please please say hello to me and I look forward to sniffing your bum – that’s you
dogs of course – it’s only the same as humans shaking hands!!! Humans – I will just
lick your hand – don’t panic!!!!
Lots of love and look forward to meeting you soon!!

Morse the Dog xx

Support for the NHS both Large and Small.

here has been huge support for the NHS across Mayfield. As well as the clapping
for carers on Thursdays, visible support both large and small can be seen
across he village from the formal big banner prominently placed on the old
school railings for all to see to tiny hand painted stones that can be found hidden
across the village. The bright and joyful group below turned up on the churchyard
wall with instructions to hide them again after they were found! Look out for both
large and small thanks to the NHS as you walk the village.
S.D.

Poems
Two poems, submitted by Arnie Rainbow are very relevant to the current situation
we find ourselves. Arnie informs us that the first poem was written in 1869 by
Kathleen O'Mara, a retired teacher and palliative caregiver, possibly about a
smallpox outbreak at the time. It was reprinted and redistributed during the Spanish
Flu pandemic of 1919 and was greatly read. Arnie says “The second poem is a little
song I learnt at Scargill House 40 years ago. To me, the words seem very
appropriate at this time - I have always found them comforting. Passers-by must
wonder what I'm on about as I sing this to myself often!”
And people stayed at home
And people stayed at home

And created new ways of living

And read books

And completely healed the earth

And listened

Just as they were healed.

And they rested
And did exercises
And made art and played
And learned new ways of being
And stopped and listened

You Are My Hiding Place
You are my hiding place

More deeply
Someone meditated, someone prayed

You always fill my heart

Someone met their shadow

With songs of deliverance

And people began to think differently

Whenever I feel afraid

And people healed.

I will trust in you

And in the absence of people who
Lived in ignorant ways
Dangerous, meaningless and
heartless,
The earth also began to heal

I will trust in you
Let the weak say
I am strong

And when the danger ended and

In the strength of my God

People found themselves

I will trust in you

They grieved for the dead
And made new choices
And dreamed of new visions

"These photographs were taken on Saturday 16th May on a walk through Dydon
Wood. We had a lovely packed lunch sitting on the style, in peace and quiet
admiring the wild garlic flowers. The bluebells were fantastic against the tracery of
the trees, and the meadow adjacent to the Limestone walk was a pleasure to walk
through. We are so fortunate in Mayfield to have all of this on our doorstep."
Linda Greenwood
Photo credits: Clare Greenwood

VE Days, Birthdays & Lockdown
I was recently asked for my memories of VE Day 8th May 1945. I can’t honestly
remember there being any special parties, people hung out flags and there was a
general feeling of relief and happiness. Lights could go on again, blackout blinds
could be scrapped but more importantly men of the armed forces could come home.
The day before the official signing of the surrender agreement by Germany was my
ninth birthday on the 7th May. At the time with rationing and the general hardship
brought on by the six years of war birthday parties were few and far between. I had
presents of course and a special family tea and a cake. I recall that later in the
afternoon I, along with many of my friends, was playing on the riverbank at the weir
above the mill. We skimmed stones and were just doing what a group of young boys
generally do. A couple of other boys joined us with the news that “The war’s over”.
I thought that is something to always remember, it happened on my birthday, but of
course it didn’t, the official date is Tuesday 8th May 1945.
In spite of the Lockdown restrictions Mayfield celebrated VE Day 2020 in great style.
The village was festooned with flags, streamers and all sorts of bunting. We went
for our lockdown exercise walk round our area of the village. Some folks were
already sitting out enjoying the brilliant weather, others were out setting up tables
and chairs in preparation for a street party, of course taking heed at the lockdown
rules. Our stroll took more than twice the normal time, everyone we saw or met
stopped for a chat, again at the regulation distance. The rest of the day we relaxed
in the garden with a glass of wine. The music in the distance told us that the street
party was in full swing. Well done Mayfield!
During lockdown, at 7.00pm using Apple Facetime, our granddaughter Madeleine,
had, on three separate Wednesday evenings presented a quiz for our family group.
Five teams, from as far away as Reading, London and Nottingham, taking part. The
quiz was for ten rounds of questions with subjects such as flags, company logos,
birds and cocktails. The evening usually finished around 9.30pm.
With my birthday being on 7th May, Sally, our daughter in law, saw the opportunity
to use the facetime quiz to give me a Virtual birthday party – one day early - on
Wednesday 6th May. She arranged for everyone to dress up, have a glass of wine
and a meal. The meal was to be from the M&S Gastro Pub menu, Sally organised
delivery of ours. At 7.00pm the iPad pinged and with touch of the screen nine family
faces appeared. My birthday cake taking pride of place on our table was proudly
shown to all, via the iPad. Everything ran like clockwork with plenty of good hearted
banter, a few comments and the usual “I should have known that”. The last round
of Madi’s quiz was “noses” Using her IT expertise Madi had, from family photos,
produced pictures of family noses, these were sent via smartphones. It is difficult to
name who’s who from just a picture of a nose. I think we managed two. Just before
sign off at 9.30pm all the quizzers sang Happy Birthday to me. It was certainly a
very different but a thoroughly enjoyable birthday party. It is one I will never forget.

On the actual day of my birthday my first greetings text wakened us up at 05:17am
this was from grandson Joss, well farmers do get up early. I had many cards, some
of these were on the computer or phone. Lois and myself spent the rest of the day
relaxing with a special bottle of wine.
Pat Smith

A Short Tribute to the late Shirley Williams
It must be must be some forty odd years since I first met Shirley and her family,
although it does seem like I have known her all my life.
Shirley was at the centre of village life, supported by husband John, for as long as
I can remember. She was a Parish Councillor, serving terms as Chair, was a
founder member of the Mayfield Recreational Association (the title came from
Shirley) and during the 1980’s, along with the late Pauline Hurst founded the
Mayfield Heritage Group.
Shirley was one of the main influences for the production of the Heritage Group
publications, “Memories of Mayfield” and “Mayfield 2000” She helped edit and
arrange layout for both books. She was also a dab hand at well dressing.
Shirley was the mainstay of the MRA for many years. She organised the highly
successful Lotto, had a friend draw up plans for the new pavilion, obtained grants,
organised Galas, had Bingo sessions in the Pavilion, the list just goes on. Shirley
was very adept at getting people to help.
The fact that the Heritage Group and the MRA are still two of the main institutions
in the village owes much to the efforts of Shirley Williams.
For and on behalf of the Mayfield Heritage Group and the MRA
Pat Smith

A Personal tribute to the late Shirley Williams
Shirley was a friend for over 20 years and as well as the Heritage Group and Well
Dressing we also shared an interest in lace making. Shirley was a lady of many
talents as well as an accomplished teacher.
Even in her latter days when life had become difficult she would always a happy
smile and a cheery word whenever we met. She was a lovely, warm hearted woman
and that is how I will always remember her.
Fran Carlisle

£575 raised for NHS Charities.
How a fun afternoon in lockdown showed Mayfield’s generosity.

It all started as a way to bring some fun to Mayfield during lockdown but turned
into a major fundraiser for the NHS and showed the true heart and spirit of our
village community.
A bloke dressed up as a dinosaur with his mates being the disco legends Village
People touched the hearts and funny bones of Mayfield people when a
magnificent £575 was raised in a just a few hours from generous Mayfield
residents.
Graham (Bush) Sowter explains just what happened. ‘It started out as just a fun
way to raise spirits during Easter at lockdown and give the children of the village a
treat with the appearance of the dinosaur and Mr Bean, dressed as a Bear
handing out Easter eggs. It proved so popular we decided the dinosaur would
make another appearance, complete with knights for St Georges Day, and after
that it just seemed to take off.
Bush who is Bar Chairman at the Memorial Hall, running the Mayfield Arms bar
was aware that several fundraising events due to take place had had to be
cancelled. ‘Mayfield Arms regulars do a lot for local charities with fundraisers and I
thought could we do something for the NHS and their frontline staff at this time .
However, with the Hall firmly closed for the duration we couldn’t do it there so why
not the streets of the village.

But the biggest shock we got was when we counted up the takings, we thought
we might raise £200 or so £250 at best but when I opened up the collecting
buckets and saw five, ten and even twenty pound notes I knew this was
different; this was more than just loose change. I rang around the team to tell
them the good news and to be honest they were the same as me - couldn’t
believe it. On behalf of the Mayfield Bar team and the Memorial Hall I want to
thank the sheer generosity of Mayfield people. We knew they were good but had
no idea just how generous they could be’.

In fact, it was worth recording the success so a giant cheque was acquired from
Lloyds Bank and a photo call was arranged outside the Memorial Hall with the
Village People and Allancarrasouras assembled for the last time to record a
permanent reminder of the day the Village People came to entertain Mayfield
people and raise money for the NHS.
And if you are wondering, the Village people were Bush, Simon, Gary, Dave and
Sid. Allancarrasouras was both Bush at Easter and Liam for the fundraising.
Jack was the human horse and Fred and Paul were King Arthur’s knights.
And Mr Bean in bear suit – well that was Mr Bean of course!!
Thank you Mayfield.

S.D.

A Lockdown Letter- A Mum, A Business Woman and A Teacher.
I have a guilty secret: (whispers) I’m quite enjoying lockdown. With three children,
a business and teaching in two different schools, life in the months leading up to
March 23rd had become pretty hectic.
I know it’s not sustainable and our pub, like catering establishments the length
and breadth of the country, is struggling. However, where we are lacking
financially, we are gaining personally. As a child, I had a picture-perfect image of
what my future family life would be like. We’d go for long walks in the countryside,
the children would play happily together in the garden whilst we sat with a glass of
wine, before sitting down together each evening, sharing thoughts and discussing
the day’s events. We’d play board games after dinner, laughing and joking and
sitting in smug serenity. The reality – until now – has been quite different.
Mornings were fraught (Get up NOW! If you put things away you’d be able to find
them! No, I haven’t seen your lanyard! Clean your teeth! Where’s your book bag?
NOW! You’re going to miss your bus!), evenings were a juggling act of lesson
planning, pulling pints and ferrying children to football, cadets, cubs or whatever
club happens to be on that day, and weekends were spent arguing with the
children about the merits of getting up before midday, whose turn it is to mow the
lawn / wash up / help their dad with the pots in the pub kitchen / sort the socks –
you get the picture. Those longed-for family meals were a one-off event on a
Sunday night when everyone is even more tired, even more fractious, trying hard
to hold it together.
But now. Now is a bit different. The
socks still need sorting, the lawn still
needs mowing, but everything is a
little calmer. I’ve taken up running
again – something I started a few
years ago but latterly had given up,
being unable to fit it in with everything
else. The morning rush is no longer
an issue. Our eldest should have
been sitting GCSEs. With exams
cancelled, he has plenty of time to
mow the lawn and sort the socks!
Our 13 year-old logs on to Google
Classroom and completes whatever
work is set. Although he misses his
friends, he says he prefers online
learning as there are none of the
distractions that abound in school.
The youngest and I sit at the kitchen
table, me setting and marking work

for the children in my class at school, him completing a few maths and English
tasks before the ‘fun
stuff’ of the afternoon.
And it has been fun.
We’ve discovered parts
of Mayfield on our daily
walks that, despite
having been here for 15
years, I never knew
existed. We’ve
collected sticks and
built a raft, hunted
stones and made
woodland dens. We eat
together and actually
enjoy each other’s
company. We’ve even
played a few board
games!

It can’t last, and I’m a little bit sad. But the bills won’t pay themselves. We’ve had
to think of new ways to make the business work and I’m forever thankful to our
incredibly loyal and supportive customers who are standing by us and helping us
through.

Like most pubs, we’ve moved to providing
takeaway food. It has been a steep learning curve working out what we can
successfully provide; whether to offer ready meals, hot food or both; worrying
about whether we can get hold of flour to make the pies. Crucially, wondering
whether we will still have a business at the end of this. After half term, I’ll be back
in school teaching those children who are allowed to return. Inevitably, the afterschool clubs will start up again, the school shoes will get lost, the book bags
misplaced.
But there are lots of things we can take away from this. I’ve spoken to my three
sisters and parents, all of whom live at least 150 miles away, far more than I ever
used to. I’ve had the time to explore the beautiful area in which I live, and I am
ever thankful and appreciative that throughout all of this we have it, quite literally,
on our doorstep. I’ve loved having the boys at home, spending time with each of
them individually. Whilst it’s now time for them to return to their own lives, their
friends, their schools, I hope that they’ll remember this period as a time when they
felt safe, happy and loved in a world filled with chaos. I continually count our
blessings.
We’ve lost two family members to the virus and I am well aware of the tens of
thousands who have died alongside them, held in makeshift mortuaries before
being remembered at a funeral that barely anyone can attend. But for now, I think
it’s ok to be happy, to enjoy these last few weeks of isolation before we start to
rebuild.

The Rose and Crown is currently offering a takeaway service on Wednesday –
Saturdays between 5pm and 8pm and on Sundays between 11:30 and 7pm. The
menus are updated every Monday and can be found on our website:
www.roseandcrownmayfield.com or on our Facebook page: Rose and Crown
Middle Mayfield. Orders and collection times are placed by phone on 01335
342498.

A sample of our weekly
takeaway menu is opposite.
Check out our website for the
latest weekly menu.
www.roseandcrownmayfield.com

MAYFIELD FUNATHON
Help Raise money THIS JUNE For Mayfield Community Projects.
As readers of this magazine will be aware, MARNA, the Mayfield and Rocester
Neighbourhood Association having been raising money for a number of
community projects for Mayfield including a much needed children’s playground
and an outdoor gym for the village. Unfortunately the coronavirus pandemic has
put a stop to the normal get together and do something fundraising programme,
but we will still want and need the children’s playground and gym when the
pandemic is over and we can all meet up again . So during the pandemic
MARNA along with Sharon Amy and the Facebook Mayfield Covid19 have come
up with a new and fun way that everyone can help raise money via the Mayfield
Funathon!
The Mayfield Funathon runs to the end of this month June 30th and you will find a
sponsorship form at the end of this article. As they say on the Funathon form

What will you do to raise money?
Run, Walk, Cycle, Eat, Sleep, Sing……
Make this “thon” your own. Put money in a pot or sponsor someone
else. Do it on your own or as a family
Basically during lockdown and social distancing what can you do to raise money
for these good village causes. It can be exercise whether that be a long walk, or to
the garden gate and back or up & down stairs. Young and old can take part. And
it needn’t be exercise, the form mentions eating sleeping, singing – just about
anything you want to do either on your own or with your family. Just decide what
you are going to do, keep a record of what you do & raise some money! For more
details go to https://marna.org.uk/ or see the Facebook Mayfield Covid 19 page.
And when you have completed your fundraising just send your form and money
to Sharon Amy (07828 233359) who is co-ordinating the Funathon.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

And you Want to know just how it works?
Here is one Person’s Account of their Funathon
‘Hello, I’ve been asked to tell you just what I have done for this Funathon thing,
well truthfully, Sharon and Jill saw me on a walk and shouted at me ( well I was
keeping my two metre distance) about this Funathon thing and as I enjoyed
walking why didn’t I give it a go and get sponsorship for doing what I liked doing
anyway. Now Sharon and Jill can be quite persuasive, so wanting to carry on

walking I said yes and the form you see on the next page was sent to me by Jill.
This seems easy I thought just get my family to sponsor my daily walk and that’s
all I need do. NOT so easy my children have left home and live many miles away
and when I contacted them they said ‘do you know just how many walks and
exercise I’m already sponsoring’ and ‘aren’t you meant to be sponsoring me on
that 5K run I did last week.’ Basically it was a You sponsor me and then maybe I’ll
sponsor you deal and as my kids are younger fitter and can run/ walk a lot longer
distances than me and would generate more dosh than my little village walks
would – well it looked a nonstarter for the Funathon.
Still there was the other half, the spouse, the partner, the one who cares, the one
who…… ‘What you want me to sponsor you to do something you do already and
enjoy doing? Is that fair, maybe I’ll sponsor you to paint that fence that still needs
painting or do all those jobs you said you would do in lockdown, but going for a
walk you do anyway – pull the other one it might have bells on.’
This sponsorship lark looked more difficult than I first thought then it struck me it
said on the form Make this “thon” your own. That’s it I would sponsor myself to do
things I wanted to do not what others expected of me.
Told the other half , to some laughter and well it’s your life and then she stopped
and said ‘I will sponsor you for one thing, not for walking but for being out of the
house and under my feet’. Two hours away minimum walking, no driving, no
sitting and I give you a fiver. Now Boris had just allowed us unlimited exercise. So
I took up the offer and set off the next morning. I climbed up the ridge towards
Dydon wood turned left and walked along to Calwich Bank and came down to the
river. It was warm – no it was hot and I had a bit of a sweat on, time to head home
– I looked at my watch, less than one hour only 45 minutes not even half the time
and I couldn’t just sit, she might have spies, I had to keep walking. I crossed the
footbridge and kept walking and walking and finally came home 2 hours 20
minutes after I left several stone lighter – who needs an outdoor Gymn.
Still I had my first £5 and learnt a very valuable lesson. I needed to be more
creative in what I did for sponsorship and with me paying it could be fun. So since
then I have sponsored myself to
* Binge watch a complete box set – five hours glued to the TV watching Spaced
a great C4 comedy with Simon Pegg - well worth the donation.
* Read a complete 300 page book in a day in the garden, quite good until I lost
interest in the book and had to keep moving to find shade – still I soldiered on – it
was for charity you know.
* Dig out pop and rock albums I haven’t heard in years and relieve my youth
(without the dance moves and dodgy haircuts of course) Groovy Man!

More events are planned, and the little boxes are being filled in. Why not give it a
go yourself, Do something you want to do and help raise money for Mayfield.

The Flowers of Mayfield

May was the month for Bluebells and Dydon Wood had one of the best displays this
spring for many years. But they are not alone. Here a Bluebell shares ground with
Yellow Archangel and Red Campion deep in Dydon Wood. Photo by Martin Balderson.
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Monthly Sillies
What is grey, has four legs and a trunk?

A mouse going on holiday!

What do you call a girl standing in the middle of a tennis court?

Annette!

Articles for the July 2020 Issue of the Magazine.
We always welcome articles for the magazine, both from Mayfield itself and the
surrounding villages. To ensure your article is published in our next Issue, July
2020 either printed or electronically on the church website
http://www.mayfieldparishchurch.org/

it must be submitted by Wednesday 24th June at the latest. Articles and
information submitted beyond that date may not be published.
You can submit articles by email to our editors. Joyce Beeson Email:
beesonjoyce30@gmail.com Tel. 346959 and Stephen Dunn Email:
s.w.dunn@btconnect.com Tel. 342188 or contact us to deliver them by hand.

Colour Me In!

Corona 19
If you do read the poem below, you deserve some explanation – I come
down hard on the Church because I don’t happen to agree that they
have handled the matter correctly; but more of that later:Verses 1 - 2
I think most of us thought this virus was like SARS or even ‘Asian flu’
and, as for a storm, we just kept our heads down. And then it morphed
into something far worse and that acronym COVID 19 has a nasty
resonance with corvids, crows and ravens. 19, apart from showing when
the disease began and being a prime number can, in Biblical terms, be a
good number: a vibrant start and a happy ending. We have to get in line,
wait our turn and must hope for better things.
Verse 3
Covid is capricious, the deaths rack up and for want of a nought, we’d be
talking in millions.
Verse 4
I don’t like those bad news letters from the Archbishop with the greeting:
‘Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ’, I start to cringe! They always
appear to be coming from God’s team and really, they are not. For the
first time in 900 years the Church doors are shut – how sad is that? If
TESCO can open its crowded aisles to 60, why not our Church to 25? If
a bereaved wife and child are allowed to visit their dying man in his last
moments; why can any priest, should they wish to and if the hospital
agree, not go to the side of a dying patient? The Pope was minded to
allow all that, that is until risk averse advisors recommended otherwise and yet I am sure they all went off blithely shopping.
Verse 5
Look at all the good neighbours, those acts of kindness all around you!
Wonder at those NHS and care workers that daily, like those firefighters
that walked up into the Twin Towers knowing they must all fall down,
acknowledge and accept the risks and still go to work.
Verse 6
‘Friendly fire’ is the cause of so many unintended deaths amongst
people at war. Send a soldier off without the kit, without a proper plan
and you condemn them.
And finally, when all is said and done, when all the troops come back,
thank heaven for them all – we should remember.
Charles Wimbush

COVID 19: 249,999 dead
We thought Corona was a girl.
As for a storm, we settled in
To wait for her to pass.
Time let the dreadful truth unfurl,
For she became an acronym.
Far worse than we had hoped.
Near corvid crow and coffin queue:
The first is 1 the last is 9.
What does this signify?
When exponential deaths ensue,
We have to keep ourselves in line
And hope for better things.
Nine numbers make a quarter million,
That lack of noughts just counts as one.
For that’s how Covid works.
As Doctors race to trace the villain,
The spread of germs is good as done.
So, we must cure ourselves.
The Church should hang its’ head with shame;
Though’ some did try their very best,
The Primates took no risk.
No-one will ever take the blame,
They’ll point their fingers at the rest.
And look for some excuse.
All those who took the time to care,
To keep their neighbours loved and fed,
Deserve our grateful thanks,
With those that must have been aware,
The minefield they were bound to tread
By going to work at all.
A battlefield for health and care,
Some staff will die from friendly fire.
Thank God for all they do.
Here’s a hope we all can share:
That all these things we most admire,
Are set in stone for good.
CW May 5th

MICE WEDDING!

"I expect we are all missing the sound of Church Bells in the current lock down situation, something we take for granted
and look forward to on a weekly basis and on the occasion of summer weddings when family and friends gather
at Church's through the country, for a very special occasions. Enjoy the mice!"
Linda Greenwood

The story of John Criuckshank VC, or
How I came to know the last living recipient to have been awarded
the Victoria Cross during the Second World War, and who is 100 on
20th May 2020
by Martin Balderson May 2020
In 1987 my father, Bill Balderson, attended the second worldwide Flying Boat
Reunion at Pembroke Dock and it was here that the seeds were sown for the
formation of the 210 Squadron (FB) Association. 18 months later he succeeded and
the Association was inaugurated with himself as Secretary and Treasurer.
In later years, when Bill was no longer able to continue these duties, I took over as
Secretary and together with two “younger” supporters, Stuart Powney as Chairman
and Simon Gibson as Treasurer, we continued to run the Association and hold
annual reunions up until 2014 when sadly we had to disband due to falling numbers.

Catalina flying boat and 210 Squadron emblem from a display at the RAF London Museum in Hendon

One of the ardent supporters of the Association was John Cruickshank VC who for
many years was President of the Association. John lives in Aberdeen and as such
found it difficult to attend many of the reunions, but I did meet him at the few that he
attended.
In recent years we have visited John in Aberdeen when we have been holidaying at
our Craigendarroch timeshare in Ballater.

John Cruickshank and myself in May 2018

Wartime photo of John

Who is John Cruickshank
John Alexander Cruickshank was born in Aberdeen on 20th May 1920 and it was at
the age of 24 that he completed the act of heroism that has enshrined his name in
military history.
Mr Cruickshank, then a flying officer, piloted a Catalina anti-submarine flying boat
from Sullom Voe on July 17, 1944, on a patrol north into the Norwegian Sea.
When a U-boat was sighted on the surface, he launched an attack on the vessel,
with the Catalina struck by “intense and accurate fire” during the sortie.
His navigator was killed, while his second pilot and two other members of the crew
were injured.
Mr Cruickshank himself was struck in 72 places, receiving two serious wounds to
his lungs and 10 to his lower limbs.
Nonetheless, he still managed to release the depth charges himself, perfectly
targeting and sinking the submarine.
Though bleeding profusely, Mr Cruickshank then insisted on resuming command
until he was satisfied the damaged aircraft was under control, that a course had
been set for base and that all the necessary signals had been sent.
He even refused morphine in case it impaired his flying ability. It took more than five
hours to safely bring the plane home.
He eventually had to be given a blood transfusion before being taken to hospital.
If further evidence of his heroism were needed, once assessed by doctors it
became clear his injuries were such that he would never again fly in command of an
aircraft.
He was presented with the Victoria Cross, the highest award for gallantry in the face
of the enemy that can be awarded to British and Commonwealth forces, by King
George VI in 1944 and left the RAF in 1946 to return to his career in banking.

John’s medals as displayed in the RAF Museum London

Earlier in April this year I telephoned John with not a little trepidation, but to my
delight he answered straight away and appeared from our conversation to be in fine
shape - he certainly showed no signs of any mental deterioration.
He is managing very well in his sheltered apartment, even though their communal
lounge and dining room have been closed.
Apparently the kitchen is still open and provides him with a cooked lunch every day,
so he only has to make his own breakfast and supper.
He told me he now has a wheeled walker which he uses to walk to his local mini
supermarket for provisions.
On 20th May 2020 John will be 100 years old, but in typical fashion he did not think
this was anything very significant!!
The story of John’s VC flight can be seen at:-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mraRXjjIAUc

TEATIME TREATS DURING LOCKDOWN
Being at home during Lockdown and not going to the shops as often
has given us more time to bake cakes and biscuits and tea time treats.
Here are two very quick and simple ones.
ROCK BUNS
Ingredients:
8oz self raising flour
4oz sugar
4oz margarine
3oz currants or sultanas
1 egg and a little milk
Method:
Put the flour and margarine in a bowl and rub in. Add the sugar and
currants or sultanas and mix together with the beaten egg and a little
milk if needed to make a stiff mixture.
Grease a baking sheet or use baking parchment or greaseproof paper
and place small heaps of the mixture. Bake for approx. 20 minutes in
oven at 180c or 160c in a fan oven. When cooked allow to cool for a
minute or two and then place on a wire rack.
SHORTBREAD
Ingredients
4oz butter
2oz sugar – caster if possible
6oz plain flour
Method:
Heat oven to 190c – 180fan – Gas 5
Beat sugar and butter together until smooth, mix in the flour. Make into a
ball. Roll out on a floured work surface, handling gently until ½ inch
thick. Cut into fingers or use a cutter to make shapes and cool in the
fridge for 10 to 15 minutes, then bake for 15-20 minutes until golden
brown, cool on a wire tray

A Woodland Walk

Spring green foliage on the trees with bluebells at their feet and shade from the bright spring sun entices you in and makes you realise just how
blessed the countryside around Mayfield is . Photo by S. Dunn.

REFLECTIONS
It is seven weeks, Mothering Sunday in fact, since I last sat in this study to write a
Reflection. Since then a lot has changed, we have undergone a change to a society
never before known to us, what with words like “Lock Down” and “Social Distancing”
added to our vocabulary and an even more impact than just words as they have
been added to our comings and goings of our day to day schedule!
Added to that recently we have reminisced on the past as many in their own way,
despite the restrictions, have remembered the end of the war in Europe, seventy
five years ago.
Now, as then, and when we remember the fallen on the eleventh hour of the
eleventh month, we will reflect on the sacrifice many paid, and those who are still
paying, when they remember their comrades of long ago.
This was brought to mind in no uncertain terms, as my son and I watched a miniseries, called “Pacific” following the exploits of a group of U.S. Marines as they
fought toward Japan, island by island.
In the last episode, it opened with the scene in a hospital, where folk rushed in,
screaming “The war is over, the war is over” at which, many rushed outside to
celebrate! But the scene stayed in the hospital, and showed soldiers, some in
shock, some shaking with pain from wounds and some crying their eyes out on the
shoulders of nurses.
For them, the war was not over! The rest of that episode was of the soldiers
adjusting to peace.
At the time of writing, the P.M. is going to speak tonight on the way forward, we
hope, out of this Pandemic. When he does, and as we move forward, let us
remember those, for who, this “war” is not over, the 30,000 plus who have lost their
lives, and let us, as well as “clapping” every Thursday, for our NHS, let us, above
all, value it more than ever, and as we do on the eleventh day of the eleventh
month, “Remember them” for every hour” every day and every month!

As said, for some, their “war” is not over. So Let us remember them in our prayers.

God Bless
Tom P.

